90th Men's Birthday Fancy Pantry
£69.29
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
90th Birthday Hampers are a really great way of sending a Gift is the
standard product selection tends to rotate around products which are
constantly in demand by such an age group.. However what if a
Hamper Gift was created, which represented incredible value for
money, enjoyed immaculate presentation, but which was suitably
personalised to that 90th Occasion for a Man? Have we created one
of the most ideal Hamper to send to a Man on his 90th Birthday?

Details
The name Fancy Pantry reflects the quality and provenance of the constituent parts of this 90th Birthday Hamper Gift for Men. We think we've
created an exceptional product with the Fancy Pantry and when we tweak it to be appropriately customised for a 80th Birthday, it is abundantly
evident that this is a hamper, which has the necessary traditional heritage to appeal to a septuagenarian, but brings with it an imaginative vibe
of possibilities. The 90th Birthday Hamper is for Men is distinctive from its more Generic Birthday Hampers in the sense that several component
parts of the gift celebrate the milestone. Card, Mug and Cake all are personalised to the 90th Birthday occasion, whilst the remaining elements
serve their function of representing a top quality Birthday Hamper. The underlying premise of these products is to root them in traditional
products, whilst steering clear of alcohol by making a specific point to centre the gift theme around Tea & Coffee. We've included Gold Taste
Award Winning Producers and kept the flavours simple. There are no unusual flavours, just simple black tea and high quality coffee bags.
However just in case we're accused of being boring, we couldn't resist slipping in a little bottle of Green Tea Sparkling. Drink this chilled and
you'll be hunting for it in the shops; Guaranteed.

Additional Information
Contents
90th Birthday Ceramic Mug
90th Birthday Iced Madeira Cake 400g
Shortbread House of Edinburgh Original Shortbread 150g
Killbeggan Original Oat Cookies 200g
Tregroes Bakery Toffee Waffles 260g
Holmes Bakery Milk Chocolate Shortbread 200g
Holmes Bakery Caramel Fingers 200g
Holmes Bakery Honeycomb Bars 200g
Ooh Chocolata Fig & Orange Discs 100g
Lily O`Briens Dulce de Leche chocolate bar 80g
Green Lady Sparkling Tea Beverage 250ml
SD Bells Traditional Teabags (80)
New Kings Organic Coffee Bags (6's)
Qi Organic Earl Grey TeaBags 125g
Presented in a lined wicker Gift Basket with presentation lid
90th Birthday Gift Card For your Message
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